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Starting with the Iwasawa-type decomposition of a first-order optical system (or ABCD system) as a cas-
cade of a lens, a magnifier, and an orthosymplectic system (a system that is both symplectic and orthogonal),
a further decomposition of the orthosymplectic system in the form of a separable fractional Fourier trans-
former embedded between two spatial-coordinate rotators is proposed. The resulting decomposition of the
entire first-order optical system then shows a physically attractive representation of the linear canonical
integral transformation, which, in contrast to Collins integral, is valid for any ray transformation matrix.
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OCIS codes: 070.2580, 070.4690, 080.2730, 120.4820.Any lossless first-order optical system can be de-
scribed by its ray transformation matrix,1 which re-
lates the position ri and direction qi of an incoming
ray to the position ro and direction qo of the outgoing
ray:
roqo = A BC Driqi  Triqi . 1
The ray transformation matrix T of such a system is
real and symplectic, yielding the relations
ABt =BAt, CDt =DCt, ADt −BCt = I,
AtC =CtA, BtD =DtB, AtD −CtB = I. 2
Using the submatrices A, B, and D, and assuming
that B is a nonsingular matrix, we can represent the
first-order optical system by the Collins integral2
foro =
expi
det iB  −

firiexpiri
tB−1Ari
− 2ri
tB−1ro + ro
tDB−1ro	dri, 3
in which the output amplitude for is expressed in
terms of the input amplitude fir. The phase factor
expi in Eq. (3) has been included for completeness
to cope with the optical path length and the meta-
plectic sign problem; unless absolutely necessary, it
will usually be omitted. In the case that B equals the
null matrix, B=0, Collins integral (3) reduces to
for = fiA−1rexpirtCA−1r/
det A
. 4
The singular case detB=0 with B0, however, is
rather difficult to handle.
To treat the singular case, Moshinsky and Quesne3
showed that any symplectic ABCD matrix with a
singular submatrix B can be decomposed as
0146-9592/05/243302-3/$15.00 ©A BC D = I B0 I A −BC B −BDC D  , 5
in which B is a nonsingular diagonal matrix and
detB−BD0. After doing so, they could then use
the Collins integral (3) for each of the two subsystems
in the cascade (5) separately, thus avoiding the sin-
gular case. The way to find the diagonal matrix B,
however, is not easy.
In this Letter we restrict ourselves to the case that
A, B, C, and D are 22 matrices and we propose a
representation of the linear canonical integral trans-
formation in an alternative form that is valid for any
ray transformation matrix, whether or not it has a
singular submatrix B. Our method is based on the
Iwasawa decomposition,4,5 followed by a further de-
composition of an orthosymplectic system into a sepa-
rable fractional Fourier transformer embedded be-
tween two spatial-coordinate rotators.
After properly normalizing to dimensionless vari-
ables, any symplectic matrix can be decomposed in
the Iwasawa form (Ref. 5, Secs. 9.5 and 10.2)
A BC D =  I 0−G IS 00 S−1 X Y− Y X , 6
in which the first matrix represents a lens described
by the symmetric matrix
G = − CAt +DBtAAt +BBt−1, 7
the second matrix represents a magnifier described
by the symmetric matrix
S = AAt +BBt1/2, 8
and the third matrix represents a so-called orthosym-
plectic system—a system that is both orthogonal and
symplectic—described by the unitary matrix
U = X + iY = AAt +BBt−1/2A + iB. 9
B=SY, and since S is nonsingular, a singularity of B
is only due to the orthosymplectic system.
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we remark that if U1 and U2 are the unitary repre-
sentations of two orthosymplectic matrices T1 and
T2, then the product U2U1 is the unitary representa-
tion of the cascade T2T1. The unitary matrix
Ur = Xr =  cos  sin − sin  cos  10
and its associated orthosymplectic one
Tr = 
cos  sin  0 0
− sin  cos  0 0
0 0 cos  sin 
0 0 − sin  cos 
 , 11
see Ref. 5, Eq. (10.16), correspond to a rotator with
rotation angle , which produces a rotation through
the angle  both for the spatial variables x ,y and
the spatial-frequency variables qx ,qy. The unitary
matrix
Ufx,y = Xfx,y + iYfx,y = expix 00 expiy
12
and its associated orthosymplectic one
Tfx,y = 
cos x 0 sin x 0
0 cos y 0 sin y
− sin x 0 cos x 0
0 − sin y 0 cos y
 , 13
cf. Ref. 5, Eq. (10.31), correspond to a separable frac-
tional Fourier transformer with fractional angles x
and y in the x and the y directions, respectively,
which produces a rotation through x for the space–
spatial-frequency combination x ,qx and a rotation
through y for the space–spatial-frequency combina-
tion y ,qy. In the one-dimensional case, the ortho-
symplectic system that appears in the Iwasawa de-
composition (6) is described by the scalar u= a+ ib
a2+b2−1/2=expi, cf. (9), corresponding to a (one-
dimensional) fractional Fourier transformer; see also
Ref. 6, Section 9.7, in particular Eqs. (9.124)–(9.128).
We now show that any unitary matrix U can be
represented as a separable fractional Fourier trans-
former Ufx ,y embedded in between two rotators
Ur and Ur, cf. Ref. 5, Eq. (10.32):
U =UrUfx,yUr. 14
Note that detUfx ,y=expix+y	 and that
detUr=1. We will demonstrate how the four
angles , , x, and y follow from the entries of the
matrix U=X+ iY:
X11 = cos  cos  cos x − sin  sin  cos y,
X12 = sin  cos  cos x + cos  sin  cos y,X21 = − cos  sin  cos x − sin  cos  cos y,X22 = − sin  sin  cos x + cos  cos  cos y,
Y11 = cos  cos  sin x − sin  sin  sin y,
Y12 = sin  cos  sin x + cos  sin  sin y,
Y21 = − cos  sin  sin x − sin  cos  sin y,
Y22 = − sin  sin  sin x + cos  cos  sin y. 15
We note the relations
Ur +  = −Ur, 16
Ufx + ,y +  = −Ufx,y, 17
from which we conclude that in the cascade (14) the
fractional angles x and y may be safely restricted to
the interval 0,, if at the same time we allow at
least one of the rotation angles  and  to be in a full
interval of length 2. Moreover, from the relation
Ur/2Ufx,yUr− /2 =Ufy,x, 18
we conclude that we can always interchange the frac-
tional angles; in other words, we may freely choose
the fractional angle x to be the largest. Without loss
of generality we may thus choose 0	y	x
.
From the two relations
cosx + y = RedetU,
sinx + y = ImdetU, 19
we can determine the sum x+y=21 (with 1 in the
interval 0	1
), and from the relation
det X + det Y = cosx − y 20
we determine the difference x−y=22 (with 2 in
the interval 0	2
 /2). The two fractional angles
x and y are thus completely defined.
To determine the rotation angles  and , we use
the relations
X11 + X22 − Y12 + Y21 = 2 cos +  + 1cos 2,
X12 − X21 + Y11 + Y22 = 2 sin +  + 1cos 2,
− X11 + X22 + Y12 + Y21 = 2 sin −  + 1sin 2,
X12 + X21 + Y11 − Y22 = 2 cos −  + 1sin 2. 21
Note that the case x=y, and thus 2=0, is special.
In this case we can only determine the sum + of
the two rotation angles. This is obvious, since the cas-
cade (14) now consists of two rotators and an isotro-
pic fractional Fourier transformer with a scalar ma-
trix Ux ,x=expixI; and since the three
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tation angle + arbitrarily over the two rotators.
For example, consider the nontrivial singular case
y=0, x0, for which detB=0 but B0, and as-
sume that Y11, Y12, Y21, and Y22 do not vanish. From
Eq. (15) we conclude directly that Y12/Y11=Y22/Y21
=tan  and Y21/Y11=Y22/Y12=−tan . Recall that at
least one rotation angle should be in a full interval of
length 2; choosing rather arbitrarily  0, and
 0,2, the angles then appear in the quadrants
as shown in Table 1. The table is also helpful to solve
the apparent  ambiguity for  in the case of vanish-
ing Y values: for instance, to choose between 0 and 
if Y21=Y22=0 (using Y11 and Y12), and between  /2
and 3 /2 if Y11=Y12=0 (using Y21 and Y22).
We conclude that any orthosymplectic system can
be realized as a separable fractional Fourier trans-
former Ufx ,y embedded between two rotators
Ur and Ur; see Eq. (14).
Using Eqs. (6) and (14), the entire system can fi-
nally be decomposed as the cascade
A BC D =  I 0−G IS 00 S−1Xr 00 Xr
  Xfx,y Yfx,y− Yfx,y Xfx,yXr 00 Xr .
22
The submatrix B then takes the form
B = SXrYfx,yXr, 23
and since S and Xr are nonsingular, the case detB
=0 arises only for det Yfx ,y=0, i.e., for
sin x sin y=0, and thus for y=0.
The decomposition (22) has a clear physical inter-
pretation. The cascade starts with a rotator Ur
that rotates the coordinate system such that the new
axes coincide with the axes of the separable frac-
tional Fourier transformer Ufx ,y. Hence if fxxo
=Rxfxi	xo denotes a one-dimensional fractional
Fourier transformation6–8 with fractional angle x
(and 0	x
),
Table 1. Quadrants for « †0,… and « †0,2…, for
Different Values of the Signs of Y11, Y12, Y21, and Y22
Y11 Y12 Y21 Y22  
    0, /2 0, /2
     /2 , 0, /2
    0, /2  /2 ,
     /2 ,  /2 ,
    0, /2  ,3 /2
     /2 ,  ,3 /2Rxfxi	xo
=
expix/2
i sin x

−

expi xo2 + xi2cos xsin x 
exp− i2 xoxisin xfxidxi x 0,
fxo x = 0,
 24
and analogously fx,yro=Rx,yfri	ro, its two-
dimensional separable version with angles x and y,
then the input–output relationship for the nonsepa-
rable fractional Fourier transformer Ufx ,y Ur
reads fx,yro=Rx,yfXrri	ro, or in detail,
fx,yxo,yo =Rx,yfxi cos  + yi sin ,
− xi sin  + yi cos 	xo,yo. 25
The separable fractional Fourier transformer
Ufx ,y itself is responsible for a possible degenera-
tion of the submatrix B, but such a degeneration has
a clear interpretation: it simply means that for one
coordinate (or maybe even for both coordinates) the
fractional Fourier transformer acts as an identity
system. The cascade then continues with the rotator
Ur, followed by the magnifier S and the lens G,
and brings us to the final input–output relationship
for the cascade (22):
foro = exp− iro
tGro/det S
Rx,yfiXrri	Xr− S−1ro. 26
Equation (26) provides the alternative representation
of the linear canonical integral transformation in
first-order optical systems, valid for any values of the
ray transformation matrix. Note that this equation
can also be used for numerical calculation of the ca-
nonical transform, using the algorithms developed
for the fractional Fourier transformation.6
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